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Summary. — An extended spray cooling system (SCS) for powerful thermal or nuclear
electric station has been treated as a kind of artificial, industrial landscape; its interac-
tion with atmosphere is of great interest both for industrial and environment protection
purposes. The theoretical model of SCSs follows after the results of field measurements
of aerothermal wind transformation caused by SCS. The model takes into consideration
the main features of SCS such as deceleration of the air flow within the drop layer, and
saturation of the air flow with heat and water vapour. Other examples of penetrable
roughness have been discussed and this concept has been proposed as the hydrome-
chanic base linking different relevant disciplines. Other literature has been reviewed in
this framework.

PACS 92.60.Fm – Boundary layer structure and processes.
PACS 47.15 – Laminar flows.
PACS 01.30.Cc – Conference proceedings.

1. – Introduction

Artificial, industrial landscapes are frequently met on our planet today. Extended
spray cooling systems (SCS) are a particular kind of such landscapes. To know how they
interact with atmospheric wind is necessary both for project designers and for their cur-
rent engineering exploitation. On the other hand, there is strong influence of wasted heat
and moisture from the SCS on the immediate atmosphere. Therefore, such an artificial
complex terrain in the near atmospheric layer should be considered also from the envi-
ronment protection point of view.

(�) Paper presented at EUROMECH Colloquium 338 “Atmospheric Turbulence and Dispersion in
Complex Terrain” and ERCOFTAC Workshop “Data on Turbulence and Dispersion in Complex
Atmospheric Flows”, Bologna, 4-7 September 1995.
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There are numerous other technical and geophysical applications where there is sur-
face layer filled with some obstacles in the bottom part of the flow, with some important
physical or biophysical processes taking place within it. It means that the flow inside this
layer is of especial great interest for researchers. In spite of the fact that the physical
nature of such structures in the flow may essentially differ, due to which they are studied
by specialized independent disciplines, we propose the general point of view, the concept
of penetrable roughness which allows to elaborate the hydromechanical theory able to ex-
trapolate results obtained in one discipline to another one and to give the rules and criteria
of similarity and laboratory modelling.

2. – Longscale spray cooling systems. Field investigation of Ladizhin SCS

To obtain effective heat dissipation in circular water supply systems, spray coolers
have been for a long time widely used for thermal and nuclear power electric plants espe-
cially in the USA and in countries of the former USSR. Up-to-date spray cooling systems
(SCS) give an example of human-made artificial terrains that are formed by a number of
tall fountains. Getting a big output of warm water from power plant, fountains divide it
into plenty of drops, sized from several microns to 6–10 mm, thus ensuring developed
heat and mass exchange surface. In this way, the SCSs provide the cooling of water
�t = 7 � 10� C for summer conditions if its initial temperature is 30 � 42� C. Al-
though the droplets are small, their concentration n within drop layer x > 0; 0 � z � h
is high enough and reaches 2000–300 000 drops=m3 depending on their radii and level of
considered space point. Extended spray cooler is shown to have sufficient influence on the
environment and should be investigated both for industrial purposes and for prevention
of unfavorable influence on the near atmosphere.

For instance, Ladizhin thermal power plant SCS (Middle Ukraine; generating capac-
ity 1800 MW, came into commission in 1972) is an open channel 1000 m long and 90 m wide
with 1300 fountains with height h = 6m placed over the channel and having total water
output 21 m3=s.

Zaporozh’ye nuclear power plant SCS (South Ukraine; its construction began in 1985
and now it has a capacity of 6000 MW) is arranged as two parallel open channels 1500 m
long and 90 m wide containing 21 spraying modules of 300 m� 90 m size with total water
output 105m3=s.

So the problem of interaction between SCS and atmosphere is important.
For the last 30 years the experience in exploitation of extended spray cooling sys-

tems in different meteorological conditions has been accumulated. It is clear now that the
functioning of spray coolers is connected with a great number of physical phenomena. It
was found out that the dependence of SCS operations on meteorological conditions or on
design parameters is different from the dependence of a single fountain or even a small
spray basin. It is explained by wind deceleration and air saturation with vapour while the
wind is moving along the system. Thus, the first part of this paper is devoted to the mech-
anism of interaction of the atmosphere and the artificial terrain in the form of extended
drop layer.

The mechanism of spray cooling system functioning was not highlighted. Only Amer-
ican researchers [1] made attempts to estimate the decrease of SCS cooling efficiency in
the direction along the wind. We have managed to perform a more detailed SCS study on
a large thermal power electric station nearby the town of Ladizhin (middle Ukraine) in
summers 1981 and 1982 [2].
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Fig. 1. – Typical distributions of wind velocity (A) and aerothermal characteristics (B) inside spray
cooling system (i.e. below the dashed line z = h = 6 m) and above it; 1: measurement No. 5,
afternoon August 1, 1980, strong wind; 2: measurement No. 6, evening August 1, 1980, weak wind.
(Curves 2a and 2b: temperatures on wet and dry thermometers; 2c: calculated relative humidity.)

A floating gradient mast was placed inside the SCS and had ten cup-anemometers
and ten special aspiration psychrometers at different levels z and a wind vane at the top of
the mast. Six of the measuring device pairs were placed within the droplet layer, and four
of them were located over it in the free wind stream. Horizontal roofs shielded the devices
from the sprayed drops. Anemometers and dry and wet temperature-sensitive resistors
of the psychrometers were also remotely monitored, so that the registration equipment
was connected with them by cable and placed in a special floating cabin 20 m downwind.
Measuring devices were calibrated in laboratory before the field work and after it.

The profiles of the average wind velocity U(z), temperatures on dry T (z) and wet
Tw(z) thermometers both inside the droplet layer, 0 � z � h, and over it up to 10 m
height were obtained in 12 test series. Some results, not published yet, can be seen in
fig. 1. Relative humidity '(z) was defined according to the standard psychrometric table.
More data may be found in our papers [2–4] published mainly in Russian.

Note that the profile distributions are quite different from those over smooth surface.
Two parts of the profiles have to be discussed. Over the top SCSs level, z = h = 6 m, the
wind velocity distributions grow monotonically in case of strong wind; the temperature
diminishes as a rule. Some cases where the wind velocity diminishes over the SCS are
characterized by weak external wind so that the horizontal forced convection is perhaps
comparable with intensive natural convective motion rising up from heated and wetted air
layer within SCS.

Inside the drop layer, the wind velocity profiles have distortions similar to those which
are observed in plant canopies, [5,6]. The profiles inside the drop layer are likely to reflect
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the work of the drops as sinks of kinetic energy and sources of heat and humidity.
One can conclude that the horizontal air output through the layer 0 � z � h con-

siderably decreases and depends on drop concentration. It is necessary to know this air
discharge, if we want to make all aerothermal estimations correctly. The humidity inside
SCS is very high. Therefore, subsequent torches cool water worse than the previous ones.

Non-monotonic velocity profiles having their extremum on lower levels of a drop layer
seem surprising. But they are not a mistake in the measurement. The theory given below
makes it possible to explain this phenomenon. The extremum on the velocity profile is
caused by non-homogeneity of drop concentration n(z) and the effect of drop drift with
the air flow.

3. – More examples of penetrable roughness

The drop layer over storming ocean resembles the situation described above. In this
situation it has been established that the droplets have a significant influence on the wind
and moisture profiles [7].

Forest or other vegetation canopies is another example of penetrable structure un-
der the atmospheric wind. Meteorologists investigate air motion through such canopies
as well as heat and gas exchange in them to predict the microclimate in canopies, their
influence on the near atmosphere, protection capacity of green belts, growth of agricul-
tural production and so on. Meteorologists have been studying this subject for 40 years.
Extensive reviews can be found in [5, 6, 8].

Mean wind distributions in a forest and over it, studied in [3,5,6], show that the main
feature of the wind distribution within the plant canopy is its distortion. The profiles of
wind velocity are evidently rather similar to those in SCS. The cause is easy to under-
stand: leaves, stems and branches play the role of obstacles for the wind decelerating it.
The leaves work also as sources of heat, of water vapour and of O2 and CO2 gases. Ver-
tical distributions of these parameters within the vegetation canopy can be found out in
specialized literature.

Some measured wind profiles show also “bulges” or “secondary maximums” on them
inside the vegetation layer. This phenomenon is explained by canopy morphology, i.e.
vertical non-uniformity of the canopy. (A similar phenomenon inside the drop layer men-
tioned above should require one more mechanism to be explained.)

A rather unexpected example of the PR is a “canopy layer within an infinite cluster
of wind turbines” [9]. Clusters of closely packed buildings, an industrial or a residential
area, become nowadays a priority object of discussion in wind engineering [10].

So, the nature of obstacles in the layer 0 � z � h proved to be not very important.
The idea arises to simulate such clusters by means of an arbitrary permeable layer, for
example, made of nets or rods. Some simple patterns in the form of numerous rows of
overflowed obstacles situated over a smooth surface were studied experimentally in the
wind channel by the thermoanemometric technique [3]. The results highlight the orga-
nized vortex layout behind the individual obstacles. There were big vortices behind the
obstacles in the form of a flat equilateral triangle with side lengths of 30 mm that cross
one another. And intensive turbulence was relatively homogeneous and of small scale
when the obstacles were taken in the form of rods d = 2mm in diameter, h = 70mm in
height, with the distance 15 mm (� 7:5d) between them. Some mean velocity profiles can
also be seen in [3].

Developed roughness is frequently used for heat exchangers for controlling and en-
hancing heat dissipation. In hydrology, the resistance factor or sediment transport flow
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capacity of channels having flexible vegetation or artificial roughness are studied [11].
Structures similar to those described above play the role of roughness for the exter-

nal flow. On the other hand, they are permeable for the flow, and just the motion through
them and physical processes inside them (mechanical motion of roughness elements, heat
and mass exchange, etc.) are of primary interest for research and practice. So, the idea
of penetrable roughness (PR) seems to represent their most common properties and may
serve as the basis for theoretical treatment.

4. – Mathematical modelling of easily penetrable roughness

Due to obstacles in the flow, a number of individual forces and sources of contami-
nants

F =
1

2
�cx(U � u)kS; IT = �(T � t)S0; IE = �(E � e)S0;

act in roughness layer. Generally speaking, the horizontal speed of obstacles (drops) u,
their temperature t and the saturating vapour concentration close to their surfaces e =
a0t + a1 depend on the coordinates x; z and on drop size as well. (We use capital symbols
for air flow, and the small ones for obstacles.)

Let us restrict ourselves to the case of additive source properties, when the bulk mass
force, or contaminant source intensity is the sum of all the single forces, or intensities
acting in the unit volume 
:
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; while 
! 0:(1)

This case occurs if the distance between obstacles is about 5-7 times or more their dimen-
sion, so that the vortices behind them do not interact strongly. Having this hypothesis in
mind, let us call such kind of PR an easily penetrable roughness, EPR.

The Prandtl’s boundary layer approach seems to be valid both in free and in deceler-
ated flow parts provided the forced horizontal convection dominates. Within the PR layer,
z 2 [0; h], the equations of the flow motion, heat and mass transfer in it should contain
some source terms. Besides, equations for the “own life of the PR elements” should be
taken into consideration. It can be written in the most generalized form
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The free air flow outside the EPR, over it, behaves according to an equation system
like (2) in which all the source terms as well as the 3rd and 6th equations are omitted,
i.e. according to the common boundary layer equation system. It is evident that the flows
over and within the EPR, and the physical processes in them, are to be matched by the
conjugation (coupling) conditions on their separating level besides the common boundary
conditions [4, 12]:

U jz=h�0= U jh+0; V jh�0= V jh+0; � jh�0= � jh+0;(3)
T jz=h�0= T jh+0; jT jh�0= jT jh+0; E jh�0= E jh+0; jE jh�0= jE jh+0 :

A consequence of sub-models follows from the general model (2), (3). Let us discuss
them explaining, if required, some symbols used above.

1. EPR made up of immobile particles is the easiest possible sub-model, [4,12] which
is obtained from (2), (3) if assuming @n=@r = 0 and u(z) � 0: Such a model simulates plant
canopies in the atmospheric flow and is an appropriate tool for investigation of the air flow
retardance. Even this particular model makes it possible to explain the real variety of
velocity distributions in forests and possible extremum on them caused by vertical non-
homogenity of obstacle concentration n(z). A numerical analysis has been published in
[4, 12].

2. EPR made up of monodisperse drifted particles, the second model, explains phe-
nomena in the drop layer. It is assumed that obstacles (simulating drops of given radius
r) can be drifted by the carrying flow with some horizontal velocity u(z). Therefore, in ad-
dition to the prediction of wind profile transformation, the new model also predicts drop
entrainment into air motion. Processes of heat exchange and drop evaporation are the
most significant ones for this model and can be predicted numerically [4]. Droplets are
treated as a continuous medium there.

3. The full model of multi-disperse drop layer. Generally, real obstacles, or drops,
are known to be of wide spectrum of sizes. For this reason we consider the frontal and
full surface drop area S and S0, the drop mass m, and especially the drop concentration
n(z; r) to depend on the radius r. So we deal with a number of drop media characterized by
u(r); t(r); e(r). If the radius r runs discrete values from r1; r2; ::: to rK , then sums must
replace integrals in the source terms and both the 3rd and the 6th equation are equal to
K equations corresponding to every rK . The corresponding results will be considered in
detail here.

5. – Properties of flow formed by the EPR

Most of the following results were obtained by numerical computation by some finite-
difference approximation method [13].

Let us assume for simplicity that there are drops of three radii only. Then we sub-
stitute integrals by sums and the 3rd and 6th equations by three equations each in the
equation system (2). Figure 2 represents the velocity field transformation both for air and
drop media in several consequent cross-sections of the EPR; the non-dimensional distance
x along the drop layer has been used here according to formula (5). One can note that the
strongest perturbation takes place in the initial region 0 � x � l of the EPR; the ini-
tial region length l = l (n; r; U1; :::) could be calculated according to this theory. Vertical
velocity distributions are complex, but the division of the flow into internal and external
parts proposed here helps analyze them.
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Fig. 2. – Wind profiles and speed distributions of drops of 3 kinds along the EPR.

Within the EPR the horizontal speed of wind and that of the drops decrease sharply
along it. Shear stress � = ��T (z)

@U

@z
can be neglected in comparison with the drag-induced

force (1) acting here, so that if we imagine an impenetrable film between the internal and
external flows, i.e. on the level z = h, the motion within EPR would stop after passing the
initial region. But the role of � increases along the droplet layer, and finally an equilibrium
between f and � occurs. Since the shear stress supplies kinetic energy into the retarded
flow part from the free one and in this way supports the motion in it (as well as heat and
mass exchange), then the vertical distributions of velocity become stable and no longer
change their shape. We call this part of the obstacle layer, which extends theoretically till
infinity, the main region(1). Bearing in mind such properties of both regions, one may ar-
rive at two more simple systems with ordinary derivatives instead of the equation system
(2) with partial derivatives. Under certain conditions they can be solved analytically and
supply us with convenient estimations of important parameters, [4, 12, 13]. These results
are used in our summarized analysis.

Wind profiles within the initial region of the uniform EPR, i.e. n(z) = const, increase
monotonically. They become non-monotonic for a non-uniform structure of the EPR, if
dn=dz 6= 0. Such phenomenon known for the “immobile particle model” is called “the
secondary maximum” or “the bulge phenomenon” by meteorologists [6]; it reflects the
morphology of vegetation layer. The “bulge” disappears in the main region of the EPR.

The situation is more complex for the droplet layer, i.e. for the “driftable particles”
model. Droplets are supposed to be regularly generated on the upper EPR level z =
h and then to fall down at the given vertical speed component v(z; r). Therefore, their
concentration turns out to be a function of the vertical coordinate z:

n =
_N

v(z; r)
; 1=m3:

Theoretically we may assume v(z) to be constant and obtain that n � const. However,
the “bulges” on the velocity profiles do not disappear, see fig. 2, as it would have been in a

(1) This and the above definitions correspond to the definitions “Impact region” and “Array interior”
of [10].
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uniform forest. This result also confirms the surprising wind profiles obtained in our field
experiments. The following explanation can be given. The horizontal speed of drops is yet
rather small at the top EPR levels but it almost approaches the speed of the local wind
on the middle levels. Since the distributed force (1) depends upon the difference U � u,
it is higher on the top levels, ftop > fmiddle, causing stronger air deceleration there than
on the middle levels. This secondary maximum disappears in the main region where the
drag force is counteracted by the shear stress.

Speed distributions for each kind of drops are presented in fig. 2 under numbers 1, 2,
3. Naturally, they are also transformed along the EPR. It is also necessary to comment on
the form of these profiles. While the drops are moving in the fast air flow from the top to
the middle levels, they increase their speed taking away kinetic energy from the flow and
accumulating it. After the drops have reached the local wind speed (in the point where
curves ui(z) intersect the curve U(z), see fig. 2), they continue to fall down and u is now
higher than U(z), since U(z) goes to 0 at the wall. This results in drop deceleration and
therefore one can see the maximum on drop velocity profiles. Besides, the accumulated ki-
netic energy returns back to the wind flow and speeds it up a little, depending on the mass
of the drops. Such kind of wind-droplet energy exchange first discovered by observations
over the stormy ocean surface was called “non-turbulent” exchange mechanism [7].

Engineers prefer to deal with monodisperse drop layer. So, the problem of a “mean”
drop size arises. In the work [14] some estimations for the “mean” dimensionless param-
eters have been deduced.

If n, the concentration of obstacles within the EPR, is high enough, the stagnation of
the air flow may appear in the bottom EPR levels [4, 12, 13]. Portions of the kinetic en-
ergy no longer penetrate to the bottom surface, now they penetrate only to some“depth of
penetration” lp. Such a “non-blowing phenomenon” often observed in forests is purposely
used in the green belts. Power engineers should avoid such situations causing stagna-
tion of the heat and mass exchange. The function lp = lp(n;U1; :::) could be estimated
analytically [12].

Processes of heat and mass exchange form a microclimate inside and round the spray
coolers. Let us consider these processes for some “equivalent” monodisperse EPR, fig. 3.
The curve sets (I) and (II) show that the dimensionless air temperature T (z) and vapour
concentration (humidity) E(z) increase while the air is moving along the EPR and getting
heat and water vapour from the obstacles (drops). Heated and moistened boundary layer
develops above and along the EPR in the wind direction Ox. All the drops are supposed
to have the same dimensionless temperature t = t(x; h) = 1 on the top z = h. Vertical
distribution of their temperature t(z) has a complex shape being transformed from one
cross-section towards another (curves (III)). Since the air becomes more and more warm
and wet, the drop cooling �(x) = t(x; h) � t(x; 0) gradually decreases along the EPR.
The deepest drop cooling takes place in the front cross-section x = 0 where the drop
temperature profile, which has been found to have the form

t0(z) = t(0; z) =
�0 + �1
�1

exp [a�1(1� z)]�
�0
�1
;(4)

is taken as initial boundary condition.
Similar to hydrodynamic properties, there is an initial and main thermal region in

the flow picture. Along the second one, there is an equilibrium between the replenishment
of heat and vapour from the cooling and evaporating drops and the removal of these sub-
stances into the external fresh flow. Ordinary derivative equations following from (2) may
be used to estimate the length of the initial thermal region as well as the depth zone of
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Fig. 3. – a) Humidity (I), as well as main flow temperature (II) and drop temperature (III) distribu-
tions; b) relative moisture distributions along EPR in the form of drop layer.

possible thermal stagnation, the limit shape of T (z) and E(z) within the main aerothermal
region [13].

We use “formal temperature” TE = (E � a1)=a0 instead of E to make three temper-
ature curves in fig. 3 comparable. Naturally, the drop temperature t(z) is attracted to the
T (z) as well as to the TE(z) while drops are falling down. Due to it, the curves t(z) start
to cross the corresponding curves T (z) (in the points shown by short arrows) so that the
drop temperature turns out to be lower than the air temperature, t < T , on EPR levels
below this point. It means that the heat exchange changes its direction to the opposite
one, the air starts to reheat the drops and is cooled by them (note “bulges” on the curves
T (z) along all the main region). Comparison of flux distributions j

T
and j

E
draws atten-

tion to the fact that the processes of heat and mass exchange are not analogous within
EPR [13].

Let us imagine that the drops continue their fall down below the water surface z = 0.
Three curves T (z), t(z) and TE(z) would reach their common local value called the “wet
bulb temperature” TM in meteorology and in theory of coolers. It varies along the EPR,
TM = TM (x), and its initial value is found from (4):

TM = �
a1BE

a0BE +BT

:

A quotient of local humidity at some space point to the saturated humidity E� = e(T )

' =
E

E�

characterizes relative humidity of the local surroundings. The distribution of this
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aerothermal parameter inside and above the drop layer is shown in fig. 3b). In the nu-
merical example under consideration, the humidity is never more than 100% but in a real
large spray cooler ' is close to 100% in most part of it.

If in some space point it proves to be TE � T , it means that the air humidity E =
e(T ) is more than the saturated humidity E�, and therefore vapour condensation and
formation of dew drops are possible here. The temperature TE formally introduced above
now acquires the meaning of “the point of dew”. This phenomenon is out of consideration
in this paper.

Wishing to link studies in situ with both laboratory simulation and theory, modern
science requirement is to conduct researches in non-dimensional form. That’s why we
endeavoured to find the most convenient dimensionless variables and parameters to be
used here. A satisfying solution for the exponent k = 2 in the system (2) has not been
found yet. The linear case of k = 1 is much easier for research.

About 15 physical quantities govern the situation in the model (2). We recommend
the following non-dimensional variables:

x =
1

Re

x

h
; z =

z

h
; U =

U

U1
; V = Re

V

U1
;

(5)

T =
T � T1
t
h
� T1

; E =
E �E1
e
h
�E1

; t =
t� T1
t
h
� T1

; e =
e�E1
e
h
�E1

:

Then, only nine dimensionless criteria fully describe this kind of EPR:

A =
SnU1h

�
; AT =

�nh2S0
�1c1�

; AE =
�nh2S0

�
;

B =
cx
2

�1Sh
2U1

m�
; BT =

�h2S0
�mc2

; BE =
b�Lh2S0
�mc2

;

P r =
�

�=�1c1
; Sc =

�

D
; � = �

vr

�
:

Their number can be reduced for the initial or the main region. It can be stated that the
pair f U

Uh(x)
; z
h
g can be viewed as universal variables for the internal flow, and the pair

fU�Uh
U�

; z�h
d(x)�hg as that for the external flow.

Corresponding results were implemented into spray cooling system design of Za-
porozh’ye nuclear power plant [4]. It was supposed earlier that the smaller the drops, the
higher the cooling capacity, and this is the matter of fact for a single spray. Contrary to
this conclusion, the present theory discovers that the cooling efficiency of a large spraying
system depends only to a small extent on the drop size d, since penetration of drop layer
decreases, and this is as d�3.

6. – Turbulence within the EPR

Special attention should be paid to the turbulence regime modeling within the pen-
etrable roughness. Turbulent regime is known to be formed by interaction of vortices
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behind obstacles. We proposed a generalization of the Prandtl’s mixing-length hypothe-
ses since the mean characteristics of the flow field were of major interest to us.

Fluxes of momentum, heat and mass are taken in their common gradient form,

� = ��
T

@U

@z
; jT = ��T

@T

@z
; jE = �DT

@E

@z
:

Exchange coefficients are considered to be approximately constant within EPR but follow
Prandtl’s hypotheses over it:

�T =c1 = DT = �
T
=

8<
:

�
T0
; z 2 [0; h];

l2 @U
@z
; l = lh + �(z � h); z � 1:

The above method of conjugation

�T jz=h�0 = �T jz=h+0

is applied again to get the matching mixing length lh. The “logarithmic” profiles

U = Uh+U�C1(Ri) ln

�
1 +

z � h

z0

�
; T = Th+T�C2(Ri) ln

�
1 +

z � h

z0

�
; E = ::: ;

z0 = lh=�; C1 = C2 = 1=�; if Ri = 0

which can be deduced under the approximation � = const, j
T
= const, ... for z � h, are

more convenient than those with a “displacement height” parameter [5, 6].
The degree of atmospheric instability is especially high over spray coolers. The for-

mula of Monin-Obuchov reflects this influence by adding a linear term to the usual loga-
rithmic profiles [6]. We take another course and use an empirical relationshipCi = C1(Ri)
[15].

7. – Conclusion. Further problems

We tried to prove that the concept of easily penetrable roughness supply reflects the
predominant physical processes of its interaction with the atmospheric flow. The question
is now whether the theory can be adopted for investigation of further important features
of real penetrable structures met in the nature and in human practice.

Thus, the real structure of the drop layer formed by an industrial SCS is much more
complex then it is treated above. The methodological model [16] shows the way to cover
the variation of the initial drop speeds and of the motion of the drop first upward (from
the nozzle level to the spray top) and then downward (to the water surface). Other phe-
nomena, like fog and dew creation, solar radiation absorption, are on to-day’s agenda both
for industrial and environment protection aims.

Every kind of permeable structure in the flow “lives” its own “life”. The problem is
how to include such peculiarities in the unified theory. A “waving phenomenon” is char-
acteristic for vegetation canopies. Equations used by meteorologists can be treated as
advanced equations of the mechanical state of the EPR made up of immobile obstacles.

One of the tasks of the urban engineering is to predict air flow vorticity and turbulent
flow statistics between buildings within residential or industrial area. Contrary to the
“easily” PR, the wakes behind such obstacles are much longer and therefore interact with
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one another much more intensively. One should speak of “roughness penetrable with
difficulty” that can be described by the above given model if the force term and the source
term (1) include coefficients reflecting such interaction and known from hydromechanics.
Thus, “equations of the state of PR” seem to be just the appropriate way to extend the
theory for new structures.

One shortcoming of the above theory is important to be mentioned. It always gives
the “secondary maximums” on initial region only, while experiments of meteorologists in
forests discover them also for very long fetches, [6]. This is recent topic of discussions
in their discipline, which means that models of turbulence must be greatly improved. It
implies, of course, this theory too.

This Colloquium as well as the Conference “Flow and Dispersion Through Groups
of Obstacles” held in 1994 at Cambridge stresses the tendency to master an overall ap-
proach. One of the possible ways has been proposed by us here.

� � �
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